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Library and Information Science Critique launches its second issue of the 
fifth volume (Jul-Dec 2013), by: Zapopan Martín Muela-Meza (MEXICO) 
 
Dear reader, 
 
Library and Information Science Critique: the Journal of the Sciences of  
Information Recorded in Documents puts in your hands the second issue of the 
sixth volume (we are just celebrating 5 years of publishing, and counting). This 
corresponds to the July-December 2013, edited fully by Zapopan Martín Muela-Meza 
(as the other 9 issues out of 10 edited fully by Muela-Meza). 
 
Library and Information Science Critique maintains firmly its critical editorial 
policy against censorship and intellectual impostures within the sciences of information 
recorded in documents, at the same time maintains its editorial quality through a 
rigorous double-blinded peer-review process through an editorial board comprising 32 
experts of the theory and practice of various sciences of information recorded in 
documents from different parts of the world: Argentina (2); Botswana (1); Brazil (1); 
Colombia (2); India (2); Italy (1); Germany (1); Mexico (4); Nicaragua (1); Peru (2); 
Portugal (1); Serbia (1); South Africa (1); Spain (5); Ukraine (1); United Kingdom (1); 
Uruguay (2); USA (2); Venezuela (1). See the full profile of the members of the editorial 
board above or here:  
https://sites.google.com/site/criticabibliotecologica/comiteeditorial . 
 
New in this issue. Four articles (2 from Spain, 1 from Mexico and 1 from Venezuela) 
and 2 essays (1 from Argentina and 1 from Cuba), contributing a total of 10 authors. 
 
Daniel Martínez-Ávila (SPAIN), opens up –originally in English-- the critical debates 
with his article: Cloud computing, software as a service, and a critique to OCLC’s 
discourses on cooperation. 
 
M. Engrancia Martín-Valdunciel (SPAIN), continues the critical debates –in Spanish-- 
with her article: “Towards processes of critical and reflexive reading before the invasión 
of the  informational capitalism in universities.” 
 
Celso Martínez Musiño, Gabriela Cruz Linares, and Rosalba Marisol Martínez Guerrero 
(MÉXICO), continue –in Spanish-- the critical debates with their article: “A critical 
statistical study of the users of libraries in Mexico: 1990-2010.” 
 
The article –in Spanish--: “Critical dimensions of information management at the 
institutions of Venezuelan fiscal control” by: Ledy Chávez; Dionnys José Peña Ocando, 
and Ángel Urribarrí (VENEZUELA) , closes the articles section. 
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Sonia Yulán (ARGENTINA) opens up –in Spanish-- the essays section with her piece: 
“Some critical reflections about the library education, and in particular the case of the 
educational librarian.” 
 
And from Cuba, Ada de Jesús de la Cantera Pérez, (CUBA), closes –in Spanish-- the 
essays section with her contribution: “Totality of information recorded in documents, 
and the perception of the professional of information: The case of the complex 
contextuality.” 
 
Announcements: The deadline to receive contributions for the number 1 of the 
volume 7 (corresponding to Jan-Jun 2014) is August 15, 2014, to be published 
September 30, 2014. Remember the three categories you can contribute in our journal 
in English or Spanish, or both, are: articles, essays, and book reviews. Send them please 
–in two copies-- to these 2 e-mails only: critica.bibliotecologica@gmail.com, 
zapopanmuela@gmail.com, (not any more to joantreyes@gmail.com for Jose Antonio 
Torres-Reyes is no longer co-editor of this  journal). Instructions for authors here: 
http://sites.google.com/site/criticabibliotecologica/liscritique . 
 
I thank very much to our authors and readers that through these long 5 years and 6 
months, where you have walked along with us with your critical readings and 
contributions. I also earnestly thank our peer reviewers who have participated with our 
journal during this time, and who with their voluntary and uninterested efforts have 
contributed to maintain the highest quality standards of peer reviewing, and at the same 
time they have contributed to promote more and more authors time after time. 
 
Thank you to all of you, since with you and for you it is that we continue ahead without 
rest in our editorial project. We keep in communication in the next issue. I also thank 
Jose Antonio Torres Reyes for having been to a bit extent co-editor of this journal (from 
10 numbers I edited fully on my own 9, and 1 co-edited the most part along with him). 
He is no  longer co-editor of this journal for he has taken different paths away from the 
spirit of this journal though he will remain as peer reviewer none the less. Who writes 
this keeps on being the only Editor and Editor in Chief and if by 10 numbers that you 
have had in your hands edited by myself, it’s guarantee enough that this project keeps 
alive and kicking like the Simple Minds song. 
 
Without more extensive prologues, we leave you with this great collective and 
international effort for you to submit it to your rigorous critique and analysis, and even 
more we wait in the next days for your critical contributions for the next issues. You 
might send us as well your comments and suggestions to improve the journal.  
Thank you very much indeed, Sincerely yours, Zapopan Muela, Founder, 
Director & Editor in Chief of our journal LIS Critique: The Journal of the 
Sciences of Information Recorded in Documents!!!! CB. 
 
